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ABSTRACT
People often encounter troubles in everyday conversations, prompt-

ing them to initiate repairs, which are various approaches em-

ployed to recognize and resolve those problems, fostering mutual

understanding across conversational turns. However, maintaining a

smooth interaction remains challenging for Conversational Agents

(CAs), which are dialogue systems designed to simulate conversa-

tion with humans (including chatbots, social robots, and virtual

assistants). To foster seamless human-agent interaction, the CA

should be able to recognize repairs initiated by humans, utilize

multimodal cues, and participate in the repair process. This article,

which is an overview of our thesis research project, outlines our on-

going efforts to accomplish this objective. The initial phase involves

analyzing repair phenomena in human-human interactions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The intricacies of human language exhibit imperfections in every-

day communication, marked by frequent problems such as speaking

issues, mishearings, misunderstandings, and social norm violations,

for which conversational participants continuously identify and

fix these troubles to create mutual understandings across conversa-

tional turns. All those methods overtly used by human interlocutors

are called repair [19]. However, there is a cost to repair, leading

to avoidance of repair when the recipient chooses not to initiate

repair even when necessary [7, 15], for example, in cases where the

encountered problem is unlikely to have obvious consequences.

Repair has been extensively analyzed within conversation analy-

sis and cognitive psychology. Schegloff [19] established a taxonomy

of four types of repair by distinguishing between the initiator of the

repair and the one that executes the repair solution, including self-

initiated self-repaired, self-initiated other-repaired, other-initiated

self-repaired, and other-initiated other-repaired. This article, func-

tioning as a summary of our thesis research project, focuses on

other-initiated self-repaired, commonly known as "other-initiated

repair" (OIR) and more broadly as "interactive repair." This type of

repair involves an explicit exchange between two participants to

identify and rectify conversational problems, thereby establishing

mutual understanding across the turns within a dedicated (repair)

sequence [5, 4, 20]. The structure of interactive repair comprises

three components, as illustrated in Figure 1: trouble source turn

(T-1), repair initiation (T0), and repair solution (T+1). The repair

initiation is the pivot tracing back to a trouble source and leading

towards a repair solution [4, 21]. Figure 1 depicts an example of

repair sequences in our scenario. The human user initiates repair

through a polar question, offering a candidate understanding pivot

to address the ambiguous trouble in the agent’s description sen-

tence, and the agent confirms in response. Since the data is in Dutch,

the example is translated into English by DeepL
1
.

(2) Human (other
recipient) : yes so that
disc is horizontal huh?

(3) Agent (trouble
source speaker): yes
horizontally

OIRs type recognition 
-> restricted offer

(1) Agent (trouble source speaker):
uh this is the one with the right-that
round disc on the right side and that
and that protruding taper so top left

T-1 (trouble source
turn)

T0 (other-repair
initiation)

T+1 (repair solution){multimodal cues}

acoustic

facial
expression 

body
movements

Figure 1: Example of our scenario for multimodal CA with
repair capabilities, focusing on a task-oriented corpus [6, 17]

The lack of ability to smoothly repair troubles while interacting

with humans limits the freedom and flexibility of CA, negatively

affecting the user experience [4]. Equipping the agent with the

capability to recognize the human initiation of repair and carry

out repair solutions is a prerequisite to establish and maintain fluid

interaction. We aim to create a CA capable of identifying when

human users initiate repair and effectively implement the necessary

repair strategies, thereby facilitating seamless interaction between

human and CA. To achieve this primary goal, we have considered

four sub-objectives:

• SO1: Identify the multimodal cues associated with the OIR

process.
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• SO2:Develop amultimodal sequential-based computational

model that utilizes verbal (prosodic, acoustic features) and

nonverbal (facial expression, gaze, hand gesture, headmove-

ment) cues to identify various types of OIR initiated by

human interlocutors.

• SO3: Implement a computational model to generate the

appropriate repair solution.

• SO4: Formulate an evaluation protocol to assess the impact

of repair strategies on improving the quality of human-

agent interactions.

Besides, the importance of repair effort in interactions has been

highlighted in [17], where authors explored cost-efficiency in repair

using co-speech gestures. We will incorporate similar considera-

tions across our objectives, evaluating repair strategies for both

effectiveness and efficiency (minimizing repair cost).

2 BACKGROUND & RELATEDWORK
Dingemanse and Enfield [4] emphasized interactive repair as key to

human language’s flexibility, complexity, and resilience. However,

existing studies in repair detection focused mainly on self-repair, in

which the trouble source speakers identify and correct their utter-

ances within the same turn, often resulting in disfluency [10, 16, 22].

These approaches exclusively relied on verbal cues (such as syntac-

tic, semantic, and acoustic) to identify repairs, employing Natural

Language Processing (NLP) methods within rule-based systems.

Höhn [9] developed a rule-based chatbot with repair capabilities, in-

corporating three components: repair initiation recognizer through

rules derived from lexical analysis, trouble source extractor, and

repair solution generator based on a predefined template. Similarly,

Uchida et al. [23] endowed a conversational agent with the capabil-

ity to handle dialogue breakdown by employing a rule-based system

to detect the repair from participants through keyword matching

(including negative keywords and predefined phrases) and suggest

repair solutions based on predefined scenarios.

Recent studies in conversation analysis have revealed various

nonverbal cues involving bodily expressions (multimodal aspects)

related to repair, particularly in interactive repair, encompassing

gaze patterns, facial signals, upper body posture, and manual ges-

tures [13, 14, 17]. For instance, Rasenberg et al. [17] observed a

synchronized rise and fall in speech and hand gesture efforts across

different repair types and sequential positions. Ozkan et al. [13]

also found the distinctions in using visual bodily actions during

the initiation of repair between people with and without hearing

problems. In addition, turns at talk inherently exhibit multimodal

characteristics, with construction not limited to verbal elements

(words, sentences, phrases) but also integrating with or solely de-

riving from various modal cues like gestures or movement [8].

Moreover, recent advancements in state-of-the-art multimodal

computational models have found applications in diverse areas,

including emotion recognition in conversations [3, 24, 26], classi-

fication of interruptions in human interaction [25], detection of

dialogue breakdowns [12], user engagement breakdown [1], trust

detection in human-robot interaction [11], identification of confu-

sion [18], and recognition of ambiguity in human-agent interaction

[2]. These findings raise the potential for integrating multimodal

computational models that leverage social verbal and non-verbal

cues, enabling the agent to discern user-initiated repairs and imple-

ment appropriate solutions.

3 RESEARCH PLAN & SELECTED DATASET
To accomplish sub-objective SO1, we firstly analyzed a corpus

of human-human interactions to examine verbal and nonverbal

behaviors (facial expression, body movement, prosody features)

associated with OIR. For SO2, we plan to implement and train

a sequential computational model taking input features derived

from SO1. To achieve SO3, our strategy involves training the

computational model to take the detected OIR types as input and

generate appropriate repair strategies, incorporating contextual

information from trouble source turn. Lastly, to address SO4, we
plan to conduct studies, such as post-experiment surveys, to assess

the effectiveness and efficiency of repair strategies and collect user

feedback.

The initial stage of OIR recognition model development involved

a comprehensive analysis of both verbal and non-verbal charac-

teristics of OIRs within human-human interactions. We selected a

multimodal task-oriented corpus [17] from project CABB [6], which

involves twenty dyads engaged in referential communication tasks

to describe and locate 16 stimulated geometrical objects called Frib-

bles. The corpus provides video data from three cameras, audio

recordings from head-mounted microphones, and motion-tracking

data from Kinect. Setup details align with the CABB dataset and

are further explained in [6].

Restricted

OIR

Request

LOCALIZE TROUBLE SOURCE?

Offer

no yes

Open request

Figure 2: OIRs types annotation schema

The analysis commencedwith OIR sequences annotated based on

the Dingemanse and Enfield [5]’s coding schema, which classified

the OIR based on whether it localized the trouble source. Three

categories emerged, depicted in Figure 2: open requests (no trouble

source specified in T-1), restricted requests (trouble source specified,

requesting repair solution by content interrogative questions), and

restricted offers (proposing a solution for confirmation by polar

interrogative questions). Restricted offers dominated (83.3%) while

open requests were the least frequent (6.4%) in the selected corpus.

4 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we aim to enhance the conversational agent’s abil-

ity to recognize the human user’s repair initiation and produce

appropriate repair solutions to facilitate seamless human-agent

interaction. Due to the dataset’s specific scenario, we will initially

focus on the task-related communication issues (misunderstand-

ings, mishearings) presented in this corpus. Our future work will

consider broader interaction troubles.
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